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OWNER’S MANUAL

IN221100238V02_UK  

370-066V01_370-059

IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY

       WARNING
● Must be assembled by an adult!

● Read and understand this entire manual before using!

● Before first time use, charge the battery for at least 4-6 hours.

● Please keep this manual well for reference in the future.

● The toy should be used with caution since skill is required to avoid falls or 
collisions causing injury to the user or third parties.

Warning: Not to be used in traffic !

WARNING: 
Suitable for children of 36 months.
Max weight: 30 kg.
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Product Specifications:

Battery: 

Drive Motor: 

Suitable age: 

Maximum weight: 

Speed: 

Hours of Use: 

Charger: 

Remote Control Battery: 

6V 4.5AH

6V 390*1(16000RPM)

36 months 

30kg

3-7km/h

Using 1hours after Charging 8-12 hours

Input: 100V-240V 50/60HZ

Output: 6V 500MA

AAA1.5V*2(not provided)

⑥ 4⑤ 1

④ 1③ 1② 1① 1

⑦ 4 ⑧ 1

 

CODE STOP SPEED

 

M5 Φ4*14M8

M5*35

E 8

D 8C 2B 1A 4

H 1G 1F 1

Preinstalled
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       Warning
The toy should be used with caution since skill is required to avoid falls or collisions 
causing injury to the user or third parties.

● The vehicle must be assembled by adults, which needs about 10 minutes.

● Tools needed: a screwdriver(                  prepared by yourself)

(2 pieces              check in the spare bags)

● Don’t let children touch or play the small components so as to avoid children being 
chocked.

● Please check the packing list before assembling. Deal with the plastic bags properly 
and don’t let children play the bags so as to avoid them being choked.
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Assembly steps

Driving wheel installation: 

● Turn the bottom of the toy car up as above picture show.

● Put a axle sleeve and a gasket into the wheel.

● Push the wheel to the back axle and make the wheel connect well with the motor.

● Put a axle sleeve and a gasket to the other side of the wheel .

● Tighten the wheel with a M8 nut.

● Insert the Wheels cover.

● The other wheel to be installed as the same way.

④

③

B

②

①

⑤

②
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E

E E

A

A
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Front wheel installation:

● Turn the bottom of the toy car up as above picture show.

● First put a axle sleeve and a gasket into the wheel.

● Push the wheel to the front axle. 

● Put a axle sleeve and a gasket, then tighten them with a nut.

● Insert the Wheels cover.

● The other wheel to be installed as the same way.

Driving wheel installation

● Connect the terminal of the steering wheel to terminal of the instrument panel , put 
the wire back to instrument panel if they are too long.

● Make the two holes of the driving wheel connect with the holes in the instruments 
panel, and then tight M5 nut well with M5*35 round nut.
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Mirror installation

● Make the slots in the mirror in the same line with the slots in car boy and press the 
mirrors into the gaps.

Windshield installation

● Check the slot and press the windshield according the slot location to the gap end.
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Connect the wire

● Connect the red line on the car body connect with the red line of battery.

Note:

Pay attention to the positive and negative positions to prevent short circuit of the 
power supply.

● Put the seat onto the car body according to above picture, and tight the seat with 
slots well using Ø4*20 self tapping screw.

Seat installation

C C
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How to operate your“Ride on”

● Please tell your children and his playmates with the following safety rules and make sure 
they all understand.

● The car should be driven under the supervision of adults

● When driving, must wear a helmet and wear shoes and must sit on the seat.

● Make sure your child drives the vehicle in a safe driving environment, such as home, a 
garden or a playground.

● Make sure your children is within the limit of weight and age.

● Do not touching the wheels or get close to a running vehicle.

● Check the vehicle’s wires and connections, do not change the original design.

Player: Power quantity display.

Light switch: Turn on or off the light.

Powder button: to turn on or off the powder.

Forward/backward switch: Operate it together with the accelerator to make the vehicle 
to go forward/backward.

1

2

3

4

When the ride on toy car is out of power, you can push it home with the help of small 
wheels and handle.

When your child is going out of the car, please open the door buttons like above pictures 
show. And when the child is driving, please do not forget to lock the doors with above 
buttons.
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How to use Controller
● When moving, never switch between forward and backward – this can damage the 

gearbox and motor. 

● The remote control requires a battery.  

● Only and adult should use the remote control.  

● This product is mainly operated by the remote control. 

WARNING
● Never mix new, old or different types of batteries together. 

● Never mistake positive and negative electrodes of a battery – this could lead to a short 
circuit. 

● Do not charge non-rechargeable batteries. 

● Place batteries into the right polarity. 

● Only adults should charge and change batteries. 

● Take batteries out of the product when charging. 

● Take dead batteries out of the product – keep out the reach of children. 

● Use a screwdriver to remove the battery screws, open the cap as the arrow signals, then 
insert two AAA 1.5V batteries. 

Warning: The remote control is not a toy. It is for the adult use only, and should not 
be used by a child. A close adult supervision is always required. Reception range 
may change significantly with weather, battery and other environmental conditions.

Warning: Toys used by children outside of private places may be potentially 
dangerous.

The package must be retained since it contains important information. 

This toy contains battery that is non-replaceable.

The charger used with the toy are to be regularly examined for damage to the cord, 
plug, enclosure and other parts, and that, in the event of such damage, the toys 
must not be used with this charger until the damage has been repaired.

Warning. Toys used by children outside of private places may be potentially 
dangerous.

Instructions: 

1.Code matching is required after the first 
use or change of battery.

2.Load battery, remote light on, open the 
vehicle power until the light is flashed, 
the code is set OK.

3.CODE is backup key, SPEED is the 
speed adjustment key, STOP is the 
brake key.

4.Please replace the battery when the 
light of the remote controller flashes 
when press any key.

5.The remote control uses two AAA 
batteries. Please remove the batteries 
when not in use for a long time.
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       WARNINGS
- This product must be assembled by an adult. 

- When unassembled, this product contains small and sharp parts – keep out the reach of 
small children. 

- Do not use in traffic. 

- This product is not to be used by children under three years of age. 

- The seatbelt must be worn when using this product. 

- Adult supervision is required when using this product. 

- Battery must be charged by an adult. Charge the product before its first use. 

- Keep packaging out the reach of children to avoid suffocation. 

- Only use parts provided by the manufacturer. 

- Ensure children do not play with the charger. 

Note
- Do not use in congested streets, roads, slopes or near drains. 

- Do not change the circuit or add electrical devices to the product. 

- Do not use the remote control in rain. Keep the car away from water and other liquids to 
avoid damage.

- The maximum load is 30 kg – this product can be used by one child at a time. 

- Ensure the power is switched off when not in use. Remove the battery connector when it 
has not been used for a while. 

- Before using and charging, check the plug and other parts for any damage. 

Charging:
- Charge the battery for less than 10 hours – charging for longer can cause permanent 

damage. 

- Place the DC plug into the power socket, then put the charger into the plug. Never use 
the product when charging. 

- This product can be used for one hour – the charging time is 8-12 hours. 

- It is normal for charger and battery to stay cool when charging. 

- Do not use the connector near water to avoid damage. 

- Only use the supplied charger. Using a charger not supplied by the manufacturer can 
damage the product. 

- When not in use for a long time, charge the product. 
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Troubleshooting

Problem                          Cause                                              Solution 

- The battery is low. 
- Failure to press the switch 

button correctly. 
- Power connector failure. 
- Battery breakdown.
- Electrical devices are 

damaged. 
- Generator is faulty. 

- Ensure battery is fully 
charged. 

- Follow instructions when 
using this product. 

- Reinstall the power 
connector. 

- Change battery.
- Change electrical devices. 
- Change generator. 

The car does not start. 

The battery does not 
charge. 

- Battery connector failure. 
- Charger doesn't charge. 
- Faulty charger.

- Reinstall the connector. 
- Plug in the charger again. 
- Change the charger. 

The car doesn't drive 
far. 

- Battery isn't fully charged. 
- Overused battery. 

- Ensure the battery is fully 
charged. 

- Change the battery. 

There's a slight noise 
and the car heats 
when charging. 

- This is normal. - Nothing needs to be done. 

The car operates at a 
slow speed. 

- Overused battery. 
- The battery is dead. 
- The product has exceeded its 

maximum load. 
- Uneven driving surface. 

- Change the battery. 
- Ensure battery is fully 

charged. 
- Ensure the weight is below 

30 kg. 
- Drive on a flat and even 

surface. 

Maintenance 
- Before using, check the wiring, plug, shell and other parts, ensuring there is no damage. 

- When using after a long time, ensure the iron castings are lubricated to avoid rust. When 
storing, place the product on a flat surface, ensuring it's out of direct sunlight. Keep the 
product indoors or cover with a water-resistant cloth. 

- Keep the product away from stoves, ovens and heaters to avoid plastic from thawing.  

- Clean its surface with a dry cloth. Clean plastic parts with non-wax furniture polish. 

- Do not clean plastic parts with chemical solutions. Do not clean the car with water. 

- Do not drive in wet weather – this could damage the generator, circuit system or battery. 

- When not in use, ensure the power is off – the switch should be on 'STOP or 'OFF'. 

- Do not use a fuse that does not conform with the agreed specifications. 

- Do not make any modifications to this product or circuit system. Any damages must be 
fixed by a professional or under the guidance of a professional. 
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Wiring diagram

Declaration
● We will not take responsibility if you change the circuit, structure or function of the 

vehicle.

● The diagrams in this manual are for showing the operating method and the structure of 
the vehicle. If there are some differences between the pictures and the real vehicles, 
please refer to the real vehicle.

● In order to improve the quality, we may change some parts of the structure or its 
appearance without notice in advance, hope you understand and support.

● This manual is very important, please take care of.

If you have any questions, please contact our customer care centre. 
Our contact details are below:

0044-800-240-4004 

enquiries@mhstar.co.uk

IMPORTER ADDRESS:
MH STAR UK LTD
Unit 27, Perivale Park,
Horsenden lane South
Perivale, UB6 7RH
MADE IN CHINA
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